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N E W  F R O N T I E R S

Blazing a Trail: 
The Impact of Recreational Marijuana Across 

Categories



We’ve all heard of it ….

Growth of CBD, crossing multiple categories

Growth of medical marijuana, now legal in over 30 
states



And the legalization of recreational marijuana

This is NOT CBD….. 

This is NOT marijuana legal for medical use…..

But it IS big business!



Recreational marijuana is currently legal in 11 
states
States where recreational 
marijuana is legal:

• Alaska (2016)
• California (2016)
• Colorado (2012)
• Illinois (2020)
• Maine (2016)
• Massachusetts (2016)
• Michigan (2018)
• Nevada (2017)
• Oregon (2015)
• Vermont (2018)
• Washington (2012)

Watch out – difference in some 
states with legal to possess vs 
legal to sell

Source: https://disa.com/map-of-marijuana-legality-by-state (map from July 2020)



And 4 more states approved legalization during 
this past election

Source: Vox, CNN, The New York Times, Courier Journal, The Guardian, MarijuanaMoment.net 5



States where recreational 
marijuana is legal:

• Alaska (2016)
• California (2016)
• Colorado (2012)
• Illinois (2020)
• Maine (2016)
• Massachusetts (2016)
• Michigan (2018)
• Nevada (2017)
• Oregon (2015)
• Vermont (2018)
• Washington (2012)

Changing the way this map will look in 2021

Four more states approved 

legislation making 

recreational marijuana use 

legal:

• Arizona

• Montana

• South Dakota

• New Jersey 

Source: https://disa.com/map-of-marijuana-legality-by-state (map from November 2020) 6



Why is this important?

Numerator Insights: Data Explorer Report, L12M ending 8/31/2020 
Marijuana Recreational user 11 states where legal, n=2,770 7

Recreational marijuana users make up

3.8MM HHs
= 11% of  households in states where it’s 

legal



This translates to big opportunities for
complementary categories in newly legal states



Over half of rec marijuana users use marijuana 
regularly for a variety of reasons

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Currently Legal States n=1,157; Newly Legal States n=1,893

75%

60%

57%

56%

49%

43%

To relax/unwind

For enjoyment

For stress management

To help me sleep

To treat anxiety

For pain relief

Top Uses for Recreational Marijuana
Among Rec Users Surveyed

Rec users that use 
marijuana at least 

weekly

60%



Legal state rec users have also been buying more rec 
marijuana during the COVID-19 Pandemic

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Currently Legal States n=1,157; Newly Legal States n=1,893 10

32%
Legal state 

respondents who 
bought more rec 

marijuana since the 
beginning of COVID-

19 Pandemic

Of respondents use
rec marijuana when 

relaxing alone
(over half also use when 

relaxing with a small group of 
people)

…and using it often when relaxing alone or with small groups of people

77%



of respondents in newly legal states expect to use rec marijuana over the next 
3 months. These expected users are more likely to be younger generations.

Rec marijuana is most often used as a complementary 
product across age groups
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25%
of Gen Z and Millennials 

plan on using rec MJ as a 
replacement for 

alcohol, CBD, and similar 
products

34%
of Gen Z and Millennials 

plan on using rec MJ as a 
complement for 

alcohol, CBD, and similar 
products

Gen X and Boomers are overall less likely to 
purchase rec marijuana in newly legal states over 

the next 3 months, but similar to other 
generations, they are still more likely to use rec 

marijuana as a complementary product instead of 
a substitute

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Currently Legal States n=1,157; Newly Legal States n=1,893

1/3



And big opportunities exist for complementary 
categories in newly legal states, especially with alcohol 
and CBD

12

Given the complementary nature of these products with rec marijuana,
there is a huge growth opportunity for Alcohol and CBD products in newly legal states!

Top 3 Complementary Products
Which of the following products do you expect to use in addition to recreational marijuana over the next 3 months?

33%
CBD Drops/Gels

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Currently Legal States n=1,157; Newly Legal States n=1,893

52%
Alcohol

33%
CBD Infused Food



Alcohol could attract rec users in newly legal states by 
appealing to relaxing occasions

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Currently Legal States n=1,157; Newly Legal States n=1,893 13

While more respondents in Currently Legal states drink 
weekly vs Newly Legal States (50% vs 41%), Newly Legal 
States (93% vs 89%) have more respondents who drink 

overall.
Although alcohol is a highly social product, respondents 

also drink while relaxing alone or in small groups.

49%

49%

58%

62%

65%

48%

49%

52%

60%

57%

When relaxing alone

When socializing with a
large group of people

When relaxing with a small
group of people

When socializing with a
small group of people

When celebrating a special
occasion

Top Occasions for Alcohol Consumption
Among Rec Users Surveyed Currently Legal Newly Legal

Alcohol messaging can continue to emphasize larger 
social gatherings, but as rec marijuana gains usage in 

newly legal states there is also an opportunity to feature 
more “treating yourself to relaxation” messaging.



Numerator Insights: Data Explorer Report, L12M ending 8/31/2020 
Marijuana Recreational user 11 states where legal, n=2,770, Bev Alc shoppers in 11 states n=24,121 14

98 94 
105 

119
111 116

Beer Wine Spirits

Rec User Index to All Alcohol Buyers
In the 11 States where recreational marijuana is legal

% of HH Annual Spend

Especially considering how valuable rec user households 
are to the alcohol category

Alcohol 
Buyers in 

Legal States

Rec Marijuana 
Users in Legal 

States

Alcohol Buyers 
in All Other 

States

Annual Spend 
on Alcohol $536 $440 $407

Growth 
(2yr trend) +43% Low sample

for trending +16%

Shoppers and rec users in states where recreational marijuana is legal spend more on alcohol 
than shoppers in other states. Rec users differ slightly in the categories they purchase, though –

more Spirits HHs, fewer Wine HHs 



Numerator Insights: Data Explorer Report, L12M ending 8/31/2020 
Marijuana Recreational user 11 states where legal, n=2,770 15

And given that rec users’ alcohol spend has grown 
significantly compared to last year

Beer

+2.2
+28%

+1.4
+28%

+0.8
+17%

Wine Spirits

‘Share of stomach’ preserved!

Increase in total spend vs. YAGO:

More trips per year vs. YAGO:

Alcohol Categories
Increase vs YAGO among rec users in currently legal states



With CBD, there’s an opportunity to capture more 
shoppers

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Currently Legal States n=1,157; Newly Legal States n=1,893 16

80%
Of rec users in currently 

legal states use CBD

40%
Use it weekly

42%
Of respondents in newly 

legal state use CBD

15%
Use it weekly

vs.



CBD users in newly legal states currently are 
less likely to use CBD to relax, a huge 

opportunity for complementary messaging 
given rec marijuana’s relaxation-based 

occasions.

Additionally, CBD is still typically used 
relaxing alone (78%), providing growth 
potential for CBD products focused on 

personal care, sleep, and relaxation with self 
care messaging. 

As well as more occasions, especially with relaxation

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Currently Legal States n=1,157; Newly Legal States n=1,893 17

57%

42% 40%
38%

35%

52%

41%

31%

43%

37%

For pain
relief

To help me
sleep

For stress
management

To relax To treat
anxiety

Top Uses for CBD
Newly Legal States vs Currently Legal States

Newly Legal

Currently
Legal



The recreational marijuana user looks fairly 
different based on age – and each cohort 

presents some different opportunities across 
categories



Rec marijuana users vary by cohort

Source: Numerator Insights; Shopper Profile reports, L52W ending 9/13/20; 
*Reflects skews relative to peers
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Gen X*
9% of HHs use rec marijuana
Low Income
1 HH Member
62% are Urban
42% are Male
54% are White / Caucasian
Spend more at Liquor and C-
stores

Boomer+*
4% of HHs use rec marijuana
Low Income
2 HH Members
56% are Rural / Suburban
28% are Male
72% are White / Caucasian
Spend more at Liquor stores

Millennials*
18% of HHs use rec marijuana
Low Income
1 HH Member
66% are Urban
41% are Male
54% are Non-White
Spend more at Liquor and C-
stores



Source: Numerator Survey fielded Nov 2020; Millennials n=524, Gen X n=336 , Boomer+ n=122
Rec users within currently legal states 20

Millennial Rec Users
60% use weekly
Significantly more likely to use it 
when socializing or celebrating, 
and to treat anxiety
Stress management presents 
additional top usage occasion

Gen X Rec Users
60% use weekly
Stress management presents 
additional top usage occasion

Boomer+ Rec Users
50% use weekly
Most likely to use just when 
relaxing alone
Sleep support presents 
additional top usage occasion

And rec marijuana usage varies by generation, 
too

To relax / unwind and
for enjoyment are top 
uses for all three groups 



107

115

122

124

156

161

Listen to podcasts
Heavy PC 8+ hrs

Heavy Mobile 8+ hrs
Play video games

Online dating
Heavy TV 8+ hrs

121

124

126

127

138

144

Live music / concert
Camping

Biking
Grilling

Entertain in home
Go out to bar / nightclub

120

127

131

154

155

155

Needs help in the kitchen
Very active

Dine out - travelling
Green price premiums

Don't eat red meat
Eat out 6+ times / week

21

Motivations

Source: Numerator Insights; Shopper Profile, Psychographics and Media Consumption reports, L52W ending 9/13/20
Index vs All Millennial shoppers within 11 states

Hobbies & Activities
>15% Participation

Media 

Compared to Millennials in the Legal states, Millennial Rec Marijuana users are more likely to be 
urban, non-white males living an active, on-the-go lifestyle. They like to entertain and to be 
entertained, eat out frequently, are heavy media users and have a higher propensity to buy on 
impulse and to be values-driven when shopping. They purchase energy drinks, wine, and beer more 
than their peers.

103

104

109

109

110

124

Mobile
Web

Social
TV

Radio
Outdoor

Advertising Exposure

Highest index social media:

Millennial rec users are heavier wine & beer buyers

113

122

122

129

137

140

Buy online weekly
Reg. research online

Impulse buyer
Online subscriptions

Status - driven
Values - driven

120

124

126

130

131

Sports & Energy Drinks

Beer

Fountain Beverages

Gardening Tools

Wine

ShoppingCategory Affinities
Buy Rate Index



Energy drinks have an opportunity with Millennials in 
newly legal states

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Base: n = 3,050

33% of Millennial Rec Users in currently legal 
states consume Energy Drinks at least once a week

(+6 ppts vs. newly legal states)

13% of Millennial Rec Users in currently legal 
states consume Energy Drinks every day 

(+4 ppts vs. newly legal states)

Significantly more likely to be consuming while socializing with others –
same reason they are more likely to be using recreational marijuana:

Messaging could emphasize the complementary nature of the 
categories



Millennials are also consuming snacks increasingly 
often, as COVID and legalization create more 
occasions

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Base: n = 3,050

39% 
Of Millennial Rec Users 

consume snacks every day, 
which is significantly higher 

than Gen X or Boomers

Millennials were significantly more likely to say they are buying more snacks in 
the next 3 months à COVID and legalization are increasing Millennial’s 

consumption of snacks, creating an opportunity to capture shoppers and trips

Since COVID started: In newly legal states, 33% say 
they started buying or are buying more, while in 
currently legal states, it’s 1.3x as many shoppers



And there’s definitely an opportunity for alcohol 
amongst Millennials in newly legal states, too

Numerator Survey, November 2020, Currently Legal States n=1,157; Newly Legal States n=1,893 24

Share of Millennials in newly legal states 
increasing their amount of alcohol bought 

since COVID
(higher than Gen X or Boomers, who are more

likely to buy the same amount)

23%
Share of Millennials in newly legal states 

who report drinking alone to relax (vs 48% 
in Currently Legal States), a crucial 

shopper base to retain

56%

Given these trends, there is an opportunity to position alcohol as a 
complement to rec-based relaxing, smaller gatherings in newly legal states.



125

129

131

135

145

Beer

Electrolyte Solution

Fountain Beverages

Spirits

Sexual Lubricants

96

96

103

107

118

138

Web
Social Media

Mobile
TV

Radio
Outdoor

120

123

138

154

173

211

Listen to podcasts
Read Digital Newspaper

Play video games
Heavy Mobile 8+ hrs

Online dating
Heavy TV 8+ hrs

124

125

132

135

164

190

Camping
Photography / video

Entertaining at home
Grilling

Go to bar / nightclub
Backpacking

121

138

176

188

218

227

Convenience - dining out
Wants natural / organic

Will pay Green Premium
Don't eat red meat

Eat out 6+ times / week
Will pay Organic Premium

25

Motivations

Source: Numerator Insights; Shopper Profile, Psychographics and Media Consumption reports, L52W ending 9/13/20
Index vs All Gen X shoppers within 11 states 

Hobbies & Activities
>15% Participation

Media 

Advertising Exposure

Highest index social media:

Gen X rec users are heavier spirits & beer buyers

108

126

127

129

146

181

Online subscriptions
Buy online weekly

Impulse buyer
Reg. research online

Values - driven
Status - driven

ShoppingCategory Affinities
Buy Rate Index

Compared to Gen X-ers in the Legal states, Gen X Recreational Marijuana users are more likely to 
be urban, white males spending large amounts of time on digital media for a variety of reasons. 
They tend to be more socially responsible, enjoy eating out + outdoor activities. Status is a larger 
driver of their shopping choices compared to their peers, and they purchase spirits and beer more 
heavily.



In states where recreational marijuana is legal, Gen X 
consume alcohol more frequently

The Gen X opportunity: focus on affinity to spirits & beer

Numerator Insights: Data Explorer Report, L12M ending 8/31/2020 
Marijuana Recreational user 11 states where legal, n=2,770, Bev Alc shoppers in 11 states n=24,121
Numerator Survey, November 2020, Base: n = 3,050; Green = Index > 110, Red = Index < 90
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48%
of Gen X rec users that 

drink alcohol at least once 
a week currently legal 

states

42%
of Gen X shoppers that 

drink alcohol at least once 
a week newly legal states

There is potential to capture more 
occasions in these new states, 
especially with Beer & Spirits!

Similar to Millennials, Gen X is more likely than 
Boomers to consume alcohol when relaxing with a 
small group or socializing with a large group of 
people 

101
136

86

158

94
125

91

138

92
110

90
123

% of HHs Buy Rate Spend Per Trip Purchase Frequency

Gen X Rec Marijuana Users Alcohol purchases in states
where currently legal
Index vs. all shoppers in the 11 states where currently legal

Spirits Beer Wine



119

135

143

144

185

211

Read e-newspaper
Moderate TV 6-8 hrs/day

Moderate Mobile 6+ hr/day
Music / radio online

Heavy PC 8+ hrs
Heavy TV 8+ hrs

120
131
141
163
164
178

264

Arts and craft projects
Listening to music

Camping
Entertaining in my home

Watch sports on TV
Go out dancing

Go out to bars, nightclubs

120

128

130

134

137

138

Dine out - treat myself
Dine out - craving

Carefree eater / drinker
Spender - not saver

Physically fit
Eat on-the-run

27

Motivations

Source: Numerator Insights; Shopper Profile, Psychographics and Media Consumption reports, L52W ending 9/13/20
Index vs All Boomer+ shoppers within 11 states

Hobbies & Activities
>10% Participation

Media 

92

108

109

110

113

135

TV
Mobile
Social

Emails / texts
Web

Radio

Advertising Exposure

Highest index social media:

Boomer+ rec users are active and prefer beer, spirits 

96

107

128

131

142

154

Online subscriptions
Display browser

Grocery shopping a chore
Buy online weekly

Reg. research online
e-shopping very enjoyable

122

140

168

181

200

Spirits

Beer

Air Fresh Candles / Wax

Cigarette / Loose Tob

Auto Air Freshener

ShoppingCategory Affinities
Buy Rate Index

Compared to Boomer+ in the Legal States, Boomer+ Recreational Marijuana users are more likely 
to be non-urban, white couples who are more tech-savvy and embracing their ‘inner youth’. More 
than half eat out less than 1x a week, and when they do, it is for different reasons than younger 
rec users. They have a higher propensity to enjoy online shopping while disliking grocery shopping, 
& buy home / auto air fresheners, cigarettes, beer, and spirits more than their peers.



But these Boomer Rec Users are valuable wine buyers!

79.1%

Boomer rec users and wine – a warning sign to focus on 
retention

Numerator Insights: Data Explorer Report, L12M ending 8/31/2020 
Marijuana Recreational user 11 states where legal, n=2,770, Bev Alc shoppers in 11 states n=24,121
Numerator Survey, November 2020, Base: n = 3,050
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Boomer Rec Users’ repeat 
rate for Wine has declined 

YoY 

71.8%

113
Buy Rate Index

vs. all Boomers

123
Purchase Frequency 

Index
vs. all Boomers

Boomers in states where marijuana has 
been newly legalized are much more likely 
to be consuming alcohol when celebrating 
a special occasion than boomers who are 
rec users in currently legalized states 
(60% vs. 42%), presenting an 
opportunity to retain an occasion
with these shoppers



What we’re 
seeing

Recreational marijuana 
is actually 

complementary to – not 
a substitute for – many 

categories

Alcohol and CBD are the 
two categories with the 
greatest opportunity in 
the 4 newly legal states

Rec users and usage 
vary by generation, 
creating different 

opportunities

Why it matters 
to you

Retention is key! The 
recreational users that 

consume 
complementary 

categories in currently 
legal states actually 
spend and consume 

more

Capturing the right 
people and the right 
occasions will define 

the winning strategies

How you can 
take action

Reach out to your 
Numerator team about 

our Health Premium 
People Groups and 
marijuana and CBD 
segments to better 
understanding how 

these groups relate to 
your categories and 

brands

Track purchase behavior 
and sentiment of those 
shoppers in newly legal 
states to ensure your 

strategies remain fresh 
and relevant
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N E W  F R O N T I E R S

Refresh your cannabis strategies to engage new 
consumers with omnichannel insights 

hello@numerator.com

mailto:hello@numerator.com

